Application Instructions for Trans Am / Firebird Graphics
Special Instructions
Please read carefully prior to installing kit.
1. Do not apply in direct sunlight. A shaded area is preferable.
2. Ideal surface temperature is 70º F.
3. Do not apply to a freshly painted surface.
4. Do not use a power nozzle to clean vehicle for at least 72 hours after graphic has been installed.
5. When cleaning, do not use any type of wax containing silicone or polymers on surface of decal.

Application Procedure
Begin by cleaning surface of vehicle. Vehicle surface should be free of any grease, oil, wax or dirt. Precleno, Prepsol, or Isopropyl alcohol is recommended to
clean those areas where graphics will be applied. Warning: Do not use a lacquer thinner as a cleaner - it can damage the paint finish.
Contents and Color Availability
Contents: 1 Large Hood Bird
1 Rear Spoiler T/A Name
2 Small Matching Side Birds
2 T/A 6.6 Shaker Scoop Decals
2 Fender T/A Names
2 Medium Matching Side Birds
Squeegee and Instructions.
Color Availability: -21 Five shades of Dark Red to Orange with Gold accent line
-45 Five shades of Gold to Light Gold with Yellow accent line
-58 Five shades of Dark Charcoal Metallic to Silver Metallic with Red accent line
-90 Five shades of Dark Blue to Light Blue with a Gold accent line.

1. Tape main body section of bird with masking tape. Align bird into position and place masking tape through center of body. This will form a hinge.

2. To the right of centered strip of making tape, lift graphic away from backing paper and cut backing paper off with scissors or very sharp blade.

3. Lubricate surface of vehicle with Easy-On application solution so that graphic will be easier to work with.

4. Carefully lay graphic onto paint surface and squeegee stroke decal with overlapping motions from the center of body out towards wing tips. Repeat the
first three steps for the opposite side of the decal before proceeding to the next step.

5. After both sides of the decal have been adhered to the vehicle, the paper mask should be removed. Pull the masking back at a sharp angle.

6. With masking tape, position wing tips into place.

7. Place a strip of masking tape to be used as center hinge horizontally through each wing, then repeat a center hinged application method on each wing.
Remove backing paper.

8. Squeegee each wing down, moving from the center of the wing towards the outer edge.

9. Remove masking paper, and hood bird is complete. All additional parts such as sail panel birds, shaker scoop decals, fender names, and spoiler name
may be installed using the same procedure.

